Coherent population transfer in an atom using a sequence of adiabatic rapid passages through singlephoton resonances is well-known, but it requires that the frequency sweep match the changing frequencies of the atomic transitions. The same population transfer can be effected via a single multiphoton adiabatic rapid passage, which requires only a small frequency sweep, if it is possible to select the desired multiphoton transition from the many possible transitions. Here we report the observation of population transfer between Rydberg states by high order multiphoton adiabatic rapid passage. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.073002 PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Bx, 32.80.Qk Adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) is an approximately 100% efficient way to transfer population from one state to another, which makes coherent population transfer using a sequence of ARP's practical. Examples are using a chirped infrared-laser pulse to make a sequence of vibrational transitions in a slightly anharmonic diatomic molecule [1] [2] [3] , the production of circular states by a sequence of m 1 or ÿ1 microwave (MW) transitions [4] , and using a chirped MW pulse to change the principal quantum number n of atomic Rydberg states [5] [6] [7] . In the above examples the frequency of the atomic or molecular motion, i.e., the single-photon transition frequency, follows the changing frequency of the radiation. Consider the example of Fig. 1(a) , a Rydberg atom initially in the state of n 72, which has a Kepler or n 1 transition frequency of 17.3 GHz. If this atom is exposed to a MW pulse chirped from 17.5 to 12 GHz it undergoes a sequence of ARP's up in n to the n 82 state, which has a Kepler frequency of 12.2 GHz.
Adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) is an approximately 100% efficient way to transfer population from one state to another, which makes coherent population transfer using a sequence of ARP's practical. Examples are using a chirped infrared-laser pulse to make a sequence of vibrational transitions in a slightly anharmonic diatomic molecule [1] [2] [3] , the production of circular states by a sequence of m 1 or ÿ1 microwave (MW) transitions [4] , and using a chirped MW pulse to change the principal quantum number n of atomic Rydberg states [5] [6] [7] . In the above examples the frequency of the atomic or molecular motion, i.e., the single-photon transition frequency, follows the changing frequency of the radiation. Consider the example of Fig. 1(a) , a Rydberg atom initially in the state of n 72, which has a Kepler or n 1 transition frequency of 17.3 GHz. If this atom is exposed to a MW pulse chirped from 17.5 to 12 GHz it undergoes a sequence of ARP's up in n to the n 82 state, which has a Kepler frequency of 12.2 GHz.
Here we report an alternative method of coherent population transfer, in which we replace the sequence of ARP's of single-photon transitions with ARP of a single multiphoton transition. For example, replacing the sequence of one-photon ARP's of Fig. 1(a) by ARP of the ten-photon n 72 to n 82 transition at 15.2 GHz [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Using a multiphoton transition necessitates higher power, but, since there is only one transition, the range of the frequency sweep can be dramatically reduced. The advantages of using ARP's of multiphoton transitions for coherent population transfer were first suggested by Oreg et al. [8] , and more recently by Gibson [9] . A well-known example is the ''counterintuitive'' pulse sequence [10] , which leads to coherent population transfer in three-level systems by ARP of a two-photon transition, as demonstrated by Broers et al. [11] . The measurements reported here can be thought of as a multiphoton generalization of the counterintuitive pulse sequence, and they demonstrate that ARP using multiphoton transitions is, in fact, quite robust. In the sections which follow we outline the essential idea, describe our experiments, and discuss the implications.
A useful way of describing ARP is as an adiabatic traversal of an avoided crossing of Floquet levels [12] . We calculate the Floquet energy levels using a onedimensional model for the atom in which the energy W is given by W ÿ1=2n 2 and the matrix element coupling adjacent n states by hnjxjn 1i 0:3n 2 . We use atomic units, unless specified otherwise. A one-dimensional model provides a good description of Rydberg atoms in strong, linearly polarized MW fields [13, 14] .
In zero MW field the Floquet (or dressed-state) energy of each n state is given by
where ! is the MW angular frequency. The n 75 energy is frequency independent, and the n 73 energy, for example, increases twice as rapidly as the MW frequency [see Fig. 2(a) ]. In Fig. 1(b) we show the n 72 and n 82 Floquet levels as a function of MW frequency near the tenphoton n 72-82 resonance at 15.2 GHz. In zero MW field the two levels cross, as shown by the broken lines, and as shown by the solid lines, in a MW field of 3 V=cm there is an avoided crossing of magnitude 10 0:5 GHz, which is the ten-photon Rabi frequency. ARP from n 72 to 82 can be effected by sweeping the frequency through the ten-photon resonance in either direction as shown by the two arrows in Fig. 1(b) . The probability of ARP through an isolated k-photon resonance with a linear frequency sweep S is given by P k expÿ 2 2 k =kS, where k is the magnitude of the avoided crossing in GHz and S is given in GHz=ns. The requirement for ARP is
In our experiments S 0:012 GHz=ns, so k for k 1 and 10 Eq. (2) 4 and E 5k=n 6 . Thus the requisite MW field E increases linearly with k, for k > 1. This simple model suggests that for n 75 the required fields are 18 mV=cm and 1:4 V=cm for k 1 and 10. From Eq. (1) it is apparent that the minimum required frequency sweep is
which decreases as 1= k p and is 22 MHz for our slew rate and k 10. For the avoided crossing shown in Fig. 1(b) , with E 3 V=cm, the minimum sweep is 100 MHz.
The ten-photon avoided crossing shown in Fig. 1 (b) does not exist in isolation but is surrounded by other level crossings of both higher and lower order. Whether or not this avoided crossing is accessible is a crucial question. To address it we show in Fig. 2 the calculated Floquet energy levels for n 75 vs the frequency of the MW field. As shown in Fig. 2 (a) in zero MW field the k-photon, n k resonances appear as level crossings. The one-photon n 1 resonances lie along the top of the energy levels shown in Fig. 2(a) . The k > 1 resonances lie below them. The n 10 resonance between the n 72 and n 82 levels of Fig. 1(b) occurs where the levels cross at 15.2 GHz. In Fig. 2(b) we show the same levels with a MW field of amplitude 3 V=cm. All level crossings become avoided crossings, and at this field the sequences of n k avoided crossings for k 8 become smooth curves. For n k 10 there are recognizable avoided crossings, and for n 11 the size of the avoided crossings decreases by an order of magnitude for an increase in n of one, producing avoided crossings invisible on the scale of Fig. 2 . As shown by point A in Fig. 2(b) the tenphoton avoided crossing of Fig. 1(b) is by no means isolated, but we can use it to effect population transfer. The requirement is that it be traversed adiabatically and all other avoided crossings diabatically. An obvious approach 
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073002-2 is a Gaussian pulse swept from 15.1 to 15.3 GHz with a peak amplitude of 3 V=cm.
In the experiment a beam of ground state Li atoms passes through a WR62 waveguide where the atoms are excited to np states by three 5 ns laser pulses using the sequence 2s ! 2p ! 3s ! np. They are then exposed to a frequency swept MW pulse. Finally, a voltage ramp rising in 1100 ns is applied to a septum in the waveguide for selective field ionization. The electrons resulting from field ionization are ejected through a hole in the top of the waveguide and are detected with a dual microchannel-plate detector. Since the electrons have negligible flight time and atoms ionize at F 1=9n 4 [15] , the time-resolved electron signal allows us to determine the final n-state distribution.
To produce the chirped MW pulse we use a voltagecontrolled oscillator, whose frequency varies from 13 to 19 GHz as the control voltage is changed from 2 to 15.5 V. We use its maximum sweep rate of 0.012 GHz. The typical output power is 10 mW. Using a control pulse from an arbitrary waveform generator and a pair of mixers in series we form the output into a swept pulse from 50 to 500 ns long. The pulse is amplified to powers as high as 300 mW with a solid-state amplifier and transported to the waveguide in the vacuum system.
As noted earlier, a Gaussian pulse should be nearly ideal, and using a 1 V, 50-ns-long Gaussian control pulse from the arbitrary waveform generator we have generated a swept pulse centered at 15.2 GHz. In Fig. 3 we show the population transfer observed when starting with n 72 atoms and exposing them to this pulse. Figure 3 is composed of oscilloscope traces of the time-resolved fieldionization signals observed with no pulse (dashed line), and pulses with a peak amplitudes of 2 V=cm (dotted line) and 3 V=cm (solid line). For no pulse, and pulses of peak amplitude <1 V=cm no population transfer is observed and the signal is observed at t 800 ns. For a peak amplitude of 2 V=cm, almost half the signal is observed at t 640 ns, corresponding to population transfer to n 83. For a peak amplitude of 3 V=cm > 80% of the population is transferred to n 83. At higher fields the population transfer decreases, as expected. We have changed n by 11 using a MW pulse which is only chirped by 600 MHz in 50 ns. Using the Gaussian pulse used in the population transfer of Fig. 3 leads to about half as much transfer for initial n 71 and 73 states and no transfer for initial n 70 and 74 states.
One of the reasons for using a short frequency sweep is to minimize the number of avoided crossings encountered to ensure that only the desired avoided crossing is traversed adiabatically, but the sweep need not be short. With properly chosen pulses swept over 6 GHz the atom will find the desired avoided crossing itself. In Fig. 4 we show the population transfers observed with 500-ns-long constant amplitude pulses swept in both directions between 13 and 19 GHz. The data shown in each panel are gray-scale representations of time-resolved field-ionization signals for amplitudes of MW field E from 0.015 to 15 V=cm. In Fig. 4(a) we show the result of exposing n 80 atoms to a 19 ! 13 GHz chirp. As E increases from 0.1 to 3 V=cm the change in n increases from 0 to 10. How this population transfer occurs when E 3 V=cm may be understood with the aid of Fig. 2(b) . The atoms pass diabatically from point B to C, where ARP occurs, followed by a diabatic passage to point D. Figure 4(b) shows the analogous result for n 73 atoms exposed to a pulse chirped from 13 to 19 GHz. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the change in n increases with the MW-field amplitude and is approximately equal to the number of levels coupled together by the MW field, i.e., the number of smooth energy-level curves at the top of Fig. 2(b) . It is as if the atoms follow diabatic trajectories which are reflected from the smooth curves of Fig. 2(b) . This observation can be understood by considering the requirement for an adiabatic passage given by Eq. (2). In the chirped pulses used in obtaining the data of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the first and only avoided crossing to be traversed adiabatically is the one just below the smooth curves. By calculating the Floquet level structure, and thus k , for different microwave fields we can predict the n of the population transfer for a given field amplitude. The results of these calculations for the conditions of, for example, Fig. 4(a) are in good agreement with our observations, as shown. With a 6 GHz sweep we can select n, independent of n over a range of n, by the MW-field amplitude.
The multiphoton ARP approach described here allows rapid, efficient population transfer over many n states with easily generated pulses. One can envision using several such pulses, centered at different frequencies, to effect still larger changes in n on a 1 s time scale, which could be quite useful for transporting recombined antihydrogen to lower lying states [16] . More generally, this work suggests that it may actually be simpler to use a single multiphoton resonance than a sequence of single-photon resonances since only a small chirp is required. Furthermore, this process is robust; it works in spite of the presence of many levels which we have ignored. Since it is straightforward to generate tailored laser pulses [17] [18] [19] , especially ones with Gaussian intensity profiles and prescribed chirps, this approach should be applicable to other physical systems [2, 9] . For example, laser excitation of a high vibrational state of a diatomic molecule using one multiphoton transition rather than a sequence of single-photon transitions is a case almost identical to this one.
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